Dear Deadly Planet Friends

2012/7/15,18

You may consider it normal world where 99％ people are sane,but 0.00...1％ is not.But the fact is entirely upside down !!!.
Then you must not become desperate by following deadly diagonosis,but consider it destined way to the finall salvation.This report is mere a
messenger of facts.It is you who determine our future option.

From the Point of No Return to the Final Catastrophe Point .
Time left for the total salvation is very few !!, then can all of you really want it left unconcerned ??!!,
Note the years interval from tipping point to the last catastrophic one is not short as few decades.
Which would become terrible desprerate decades of hell the supreme !!!.
and barely salvation by operation Global
At now, 3 options might be possible,suicide by Abomb war,extinction by fireball earth,
earth,and
Ramadan !!!
!!!.. The established elites at now world seems to have been wishing the war(operation ENDGAME) !!!.
If they could have known the deadly reality,Everyone would act for the Total Salvation !!!.

[1]:The point of no return.
(1)Climate: planetary collapse before 2100? (nothing comment on the methane catastrophe)
(1)Climate:
http://www.agoravox.fr/actualites/environnement/article/climat-effondrement-planetaire-119781
The planet is about to reach a "point of no return", or tipping point. Which could, according to researcher, occur within a few years.
(2)Arctic Methane Emergency Group predicts 2015
2015(+/-)2? the point of no return.
http;//www.ameg.me/
http;//www.realclimate.org/

[2]:The Final Catastrophe Point .
).
(1)Hitler's marvelous future prediction on (2039
2039).
http://inri.client.jp/hexagon/floorB1F_hss/b1fha400.html#04
＊Following are what Hitler told<translated citation from book『after １９９９』（Syoudensya co in Japan）by Suzuki>
............................................
Separation of the two pole would have been evolving more and more.Ａfter 1988,people would have been more and more being devidened to
those who are less,but new type dominator and those who are many,but ruled.One operate and rule on all over and the others are operated and
ruled without consiousness.Evolving is not only in humanity,but also in the nature.As humanity would become so,also the nature would reveal big
change in earth and universe.After 1989,humanity would encounter and access to unprecedental huge catastrophe by universe.In my youth, I
wrote it in the "Mein Kamph".

Somedays,mankind would have been terribly revenged from the nature.It is the state after 1989.

Mankind would

have become boast to break natural low,so the nature would have revenged them to cause them disasters.
Which is to lead mankind to a supreme state where none could have imagined.
After 150 years since I was born,the supreme is coming in 21 century,for which I can clearly visualize by astral sense.It's a incredible
supremeness.
Whether those may be superficially democratic or socialism nations world,substantially NAZIS would have been ruling in both of those nations by
competing and killing with our NAZIS weapons.The society would have become what I had been wishing, as stronger ruler dominate weak major.
Then is also a era of convulsin of nature.
Mankind would have been terribly revenged from the nature.Also the climate would have been devidened to severe cold and severe hot,
fire and ice,big flood and big draught,both of which would alternately attack on earth.

........................................................................................

Mankind as being of now would not have been at that time, because till 2039/January,mankind would have evolved to something different from
now mankind,or they would have been degenerated. .......................................................................................................

(2)Jucelino Nóbrega da Luz's future prediction(
2040
2043
).
prediction(2040
2040～2043
2043).
Jucelino Nóbrega da Luz.-Website(news in English version).
http://www.jucelinodaluz.com.br/english/index.htm
The letter to Mr Al Gore(1988). .................................................
The enviromental probleｍ that await future generations must be resolved now,or life on this planet will be extincted in 2043. ........................
and our ,planet can "Ｆry" untill 2040...

(3)Arctic Scientist told a possibility of (decadal scale
).
scale).
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/science/vast-methane-plumes-seen-in-arctic-ocean-as-sea-ice-retreats-6276278.html
"I am concerned about this process, I am really concerned. But no-one can tell the timescale of catastrophic releases.
There is a probability of future massive releases might occur within the decadal scale , but to be more accurate about how high that probability is,
we just don't know," Dr Shakova said.
few decades
).
(4)Author's coarse calculation by physical modeling of methane eruption in Arctic sea floor(
floor(few
decades).
http://www.777true.net/GLOBAL-DECLARATION-WAR-on-CARBON-with-Geo_Engineering_Part_C.pdf
P(30,31,32/35).
(5)Author wish more precise analysis on the above mentioned model.
(5)

[3]:From Prosperity as strong delusion to Povery as strong will to co-live !
From the vanity Elites now

to righteous Leaders for coming future?!.

From no Repentance(Correction)

to yes Repentance(Correction).

From the upside down World

(by global turning).
to Righteous World
World(by

(1)The established WEST elites(subs of Bilderberger)wishing status quo seems to have been wishing war(operation ENDGAME) !!!.
They never have been refering the Methane Emergency(Wild Climates),because the countermeasure need emergent global turning to deney
carbon energy regime.The countermeasure is to take extremely severe austerity policy for people,which turn to hesitate them in the
action<innetia of vanity prosperity＝the conservatism>.After all,the elites now will not admit own past fatal fails, but claim nothing fails
upside down
<no repentance(correction) in the strong delusional<upside
down> world going toward hell>.
Although,unless the coutermeasure,we would be in supreme hell for long time, which would become evident more and more as time goes on.
(2)Now you should survey outstanding challenging persons hitted by the establishment in order to make global solidarity !!.
Certainly the problem we facing is not so easy,but decisive to survive.Then people would be devidened to those many who become despair and
less who become aggressive to challenge the problem.Although,even the former could not easily opt to sucide and would encounter severe
future livelihood. After all ,most of such them could not help to become the latter challengers in facing the deadly future reality.It is the deadly
reality that would change people to challenge as time goes on.
Then especially note that time for salvation is not so much !!!.

]:Planet Cooling Technology .
[４]:Planet
(0)
Stop to global sucide by Abom war(Armagedon). None never be trapped by any provocations(
false flag wars).
(0)Stop
provocations(＝false
This is possible !!!. Israel and Iran are not to fight with,because they had commonly known their historical responsibility.
(1)
Arctic Geoengineering for intercepting heat
(1)Arctic

transfer to methane catastrophe
(method of coming heat shielding and heat output
catastrophe(method

enhancing as for ice lid in Arctic).
This effective technology must be established within this year !!!, Author beg all of your cooperation !!!!!!
A possibility of Hydrogen Gas generated by CDW(charge density wave radiated by nothing energy
(2)Emergent non carbon energy
(2)Emergent
energy＝A
by N.Tesla) in order to establish substantial non carbon energy regime.
(available energy)
(negative gravity field energy).
０＝＋Ｅ(available
energy)－Ｅ(negative
CDW could break chemical bonding in water to generate hydrogen gas. Author beg all of your cooperation !!!!!!
http://www.777true.net/BWG.pdf
*This site now has no describtion on chemical effect by CDW
CDW,which is to be upload before long.
Emergent oceans surface cooling by deep sea cooler water :
Once having the realization could start cooling to establish stable global climate,however the implementation size is outrageous !!!.
Author beg all of your cooperation !!!!!!
Truly yours.
motoji-suzuki@key.ocn.ne.jp
http://www.777true.net/

、

General Reference
Reference：
⑴Please Listen Following the Prophecy Musics.
⒜Save the children by Marvin Gaye(USA) in album "What's going on",1971.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B89vf_3CawM
⒝Jumping Jack flash by the Rolling Stones(UK),1968.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b7tD_z30leo
⒞"Taward the flame(Vers la Flamme)" by Alexandre Scriabine(Russia) in 1914.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5_FKKIC1oSw
⑵Brazilian Prophet Jucelino Nóbrega da Luz the strongest Climate Alarmist.
http://www.jucelinodaluz.com.br/english/index.htm
⑶M.J.Benton,When Life Nearly Died(the Great Mass Extinction of All Time),
Thames &Hudson,2003,UK<......the past extinction history by Methan Catastrophe>.
田中優,地球温暖化/人類滅亡のシナリオは回避できるか,扶桑社,2007.
<The time left for the countermesure is less than 10 years !?>
⑷⑸⑹World sites of emergent zero emission.Note Africa and Australia(⑷planetextinction.com) are the first nations encoutered seriousness of
climate change crisis(CCC).
http://www.planetextinction.com/
http://www.zero-carbon-or-climate-catastrophe.org/
http://www.beyondzeroemissions.org/
⑺Risk of abrupt or irreversible changes Anthropogenic warming could lead to some impacts that are abrupt or irreversible, depending on rate and
magnitude of the climate change{p53}.
http://www.ipcc.ch/pdf/assessment-report/ar4/syr/ar4_syr.pdf
⑻"No one can say right now whether that will take years, decades or hundreds of years," she said. But onecannot rule out sudden methane
emissions.
http://www.spiegel.de/international/world/0,1518,547976,00.html
⑼See P45/45 which seems to sujest both ..........
http://cdf.u-3mrs.fr/~henry/presentations/hydrates_paris6.pdf
⑽What will climate change do to our planet? :This is our future - famous cities are submerged, a third of the world is desert, the rest struggling for
food and fresh water.
http://www.timesonline.co.uk/tol/news/science/article1480669.ece (no link at now)
http://www.777true.net/What-will-climate-change-do-to-our-planet.pdf

(Japanese tr)

This was unique,only,first and last site having revealed terrific reality of people's dayly life in the coming wild climate (hell world)
world).Maybe,in
the later, he recongnized non-being of upper 2℃ world,which might have made no link at now.However,reader had better to read full paper.It
could not be too sufficient saying that without imagination of coming cilimate reality is having been allowing idle in countermeasure against
climate becoming wild.
⑾Prediction report of ice cover diminishing in 2013 in Arctic.
http://www.beyondzeroemissions.org/2008/03/24/Dr-Wieslaw-Maslowski-ice-freesummer-arctic-2013-or-sooner-loss-of-reflectivity-non-linear
⑿神代康隆,神の計画書「黙示録大予言」,学研.1983,Tokyo.
Mankind has been being cospired to be extincted by some secret mad cult.Prophecy is not accurate predicting,but has been being conspired to
be realized so.
Hitler's grievous prediction on future world
⒀Hitler's
world(Japanese).
http://inri.client.jp/hexagon/floorB1F_hss/b1fha400.html#04

<the some extractions>

＊After 1989,mankind would have gotten more and more diverged into two type.One are less but new type rulers and the other are most, but
ruled.
＊NAZIS would have been defeated.
＊Then reincurnated NAZIS military with strong ally would have come.They would have come with catastrophe of revenging by nature.It is this
ultimate goal.
＊Mankind would have been terribly revenged from nature.Climate would have diverged into two type of fever heat and severe cold,heat and
ice,big floods and big draughts,which would have attacked alternatively.
＊In January 2039,mankind would have evolved to something else,but not mankind.
(author) ☞:Hilter's

Or they would have been extincted.

basic ideology was eugenics and the NAZIS was the realization.Note the military industry complex with CIA are just the

reincunated NAZIS.The operation paper cilipp,after the war, imported to USA many NAZIS person who had reincurnated the NAZIS in USA.
http://inri.client.jp/hexagon/floorB1F_hss/b1fha400.html#01

<the some extractions>

＊I will tell you what future society would have revealed.At first,filtered aristocrat class would have revealed by survival struggles.And there would
be new middle class,ignorant public,

not becoming-adult collective
new type of slave,mass for serving others,not
collective. And there would be new aristocrat,
aristocrat,special leader upon such them.
In this way,there would have established new class regime in domestic and abroad by hegemony struggle process.And then Eastern would
have become giantic exprerimental lands
lands....As the consequence,new Europian social order were to be created(the words told to Rauschning).
(author) ☞:The

Eastern may be Japan the isolated prison nation for various experiments
experiments.

Historically Japan had been nation without being invaed by nothing effort,so they are too naive to protect exterior temptation or isideous
manipulation by Western.And also recent western nation people seems to have become well resemble to betrayer and tail wagging Japanese.
Hitler loved dog because they hate own fellow and are obedient to master.
Arctic Geoengineering by AMEG(Arctic Methane Emergency Group).
⒁Arctic
⒂Direct Solar Heat Usage for coocking and bathing,
Water Fuel Technology.
⒃Water
http://waterfuelcell.org/index.htm
http://www.panacea-bocaf.org/meyerswatercell.htm
http://www.panaceauniversity.org/Ravi%20Cell.pdf
*This converts to 4.66 CC of H2/sec which converts to 16.776 Lits / hour 16.776 x 2.4 watts (Faraday/lit/hour generation) = 40.262 Watts.

Ravi seems to be generating the equivalent of 40.2 watts as per Faraday with just 6.12 Watts. This would mean he is generating 550% excess
as the above works out to 40.2/6.12 x 100 = 656.86%656.86 - 100 (Faraday) = 556.86% OU !! .
Charge Density Wave Technology
⒄Charge
Technology.
http://www.777true.net/BWG.pdf
by CDW
＊Now author is trying to describe chemical effect (water splitting)by
CDW.
http://www.777true.net/Water-Electrolysis-by-Charge-Density-Wave-could-Create-Energy.pdf
direct current) electrolysis process
WFC uses ordinary water without conductive electrolyte
electrolyte, this is not a common Faraday (DC＝direct
process, but the
CDW
WFC uses charge density unipolar pulse wave(CDW
CDW) with resonance effect with High Voltage to split the water molecule. Then CDW can be
radiated by nothing input energy but except dielectric loss of water.Now author try to expose you that.................
CDW could be radiated into water by nothing energy but conductive loss one.
[１]]：CDW
[２]]：CDW
CDW could generat
e hydrogen gas from water splitting .
generate
As the consequnece, output energy of generated gas could be more than input one.
[３]]：As

